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The Crescent Beach situated just 10 minutes from Portland is a great place to stay back and enjoy
your Puerto Rican holiday. The holiday homes here offer excellent views of the coastal lines and
sandy beaches. The amenities available are contemporary and the small and cosy guest rooms,
suites and cottages are best suited for small groups and families looking for some personal space.

There are places that combine the modern with the environmentally friendly designs. Going green is
an important feature of almost all hotels and resorts in Puerto Rico. Environment protection is
pursued with great enthusiasm by the people and the authorities. Hotels with solar panels and bio-
fuels and carbon neutral in their operations are available. Look for green lodging facilities available
by most of the beaches in Puerto Rico for some exciting times.

If you love to spend your time by being close to history, then there are some exquisite Tuscan style
villas you can choose from. It is a great place to be with your spouse and kids to let them learn from
a slice of history from close quarters. If you prefer staying by the seaside, then you can find some
excellent lodging facilities in and around Isabel Segunda. It is the perfect island getaway with direct
view of the sandy beach. The Viequest Harbor with its serene turquoise waters and colourful boats
offer the perfect setting for a great time with your loved ones.

The dazzling Caribbean Sea is one of the best places to stay and enjoy your vacation. There are
many pristine beaches and hundreds of swaying palm trees making the air abuzz with excitement
and relaxation. Vieques Islands is the best kept secret with its unspoiled shorelines and laid back
lifestyle. You can even choose your favourite island adventure from horseback riding in the
mountains, mangrove tours and exploring the local towns on foot.

The best hotels in the area offer a series of high class amenities. You can choose from rooms that
capture the serene beauty of the place in its entirety. They also offer the best gourmet meal from a
selection of the best local cuisine. Packages can also include a full day excursion into the stunningly
beautiful blue sea. You can venture out to explore the lush landscapes. Private charters are also
available from some resorts and hotels to help you cover the best locations that Puerto Rico has to
offer in the shortest possible time.
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Azel Bailey - About Author:
Do you ever want to visit beautiful and enjoy vacations in best a Puerto Rico hotels? Just go online
and check out the lalest a Puerto Rico resorts packages, Hotels and flights on our website. Travel
and see unforgettable view of a Puerto Rico beaches and make it most memorable vacations.
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